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Create, deploy, and test your Python applications, analyses, and models with ease using
StreamlitKey FeaturesLearn how to showcase machine learning models in a Streamlit
application effectively and efficientlyBecome an expert Streamlit creator by getting hands-on
with complex application creationDiscover how Streamlit enables you to create and deploy apps
effortlesslyBook DescriptionStreamlit shortens the development time for the creation of data-
focused web applications, allowing data scientists to create web app prototypes using Python in
hours instead of days. Getting Started with Streamlit for Data Science takes a hands-on
approach to helping you learn the tips and tricks that will have you up and running with Streamlit
in no time.You'll start with the fundamentals of Streamlit by creating a basic app and gradually
build on the foundation by producing high-quality graphics with data visualization and testing
machine learning models. As you advance through the chapters, you'll walk through practical
examples of both personal data projects and work-related data-focused web applications, and
get to grips with more challenging topics such as using Streamlit Components, beautifying your
apps, and quick deployment of your new apps.By the end of this book, you'll be able to create
dynamic web apps in Streamlit quickly and effortlessly using the power of Python.What you will
learnSet up your first development environment and create a basic Streamlit app from
scratchExplore methods for uploading, downloading, and manipulating data in Streamlit
appsCreate dynamic visualizations in Streamlit using built-in and imported Python
librariesDiscover strategies for creating and deploying machine learning models in StreamlitUse
Streamlit sharing for one-click deploymentBeautify Streamlit apps using themes, Streamlit
Components, and Streamlit sidebarImplement best practices for prototyping your data science
work with StreamlitWho this book is forThis book is for data scientists and machine learning
enthusiasts who want to create web apps using Streamlit. Whether you're a junior data scientist
looking to deploy your first machine learning project in Python to improve your resume or a
senior data scientist who wants to use Streamlit to make convincing and dynamic data analyses,
this book will help you get there! Prior knowledge of Python programming will assist with
understanding the concepts covered.Table of ContentsAn Introduction to StreamlitUploading,
Downloading, and Manipulating DataData VisualizationUsing Machine Learning with
StreamlitDeploying Streamlit with Streamlit SharingBeautifying Streamlit AppsExploring
Streamlit ComponentsDeploying Streamlit Apps with Heroku and AWSImproving Job
Applications With StreamlitThe Data Project - Prototyping Projects in StreamlitUsing Streamlit
for TeamsStreamlit Power Users

"Over the past couple of years, we've seen several books about Streamlit. This is the first which
really captures the *essence* of the project -- how and why Streamlit fundamentally speeds the



process of building a data apps. This book presents a fun, accessible, and completely original
take on learning Streamlit. I recommend it for data scientists, machine learning engineers, and
Pythonistas of all skill levels!"Adrien Treuille, one of the original creators of Streamlit--This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorTyler Richards is a data scientist at Facebook,
working on community integrity. Before this gig, his focus was on helping bolster the state of US
elections for the nonprofit Protect Democracy. He is a data scientist and industrial engineer by
training, which he gets to make use of in fun ways such as applying machine learning to local
campus elections, creating algorithms to help P&G target Tide Pod users, and finding ways to
determine the best ping pong players in friend groups. He is always looking for a new project, a
new adventure.
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WU., “The best resource for getting up and running with streamlit.. Excellent guide for getting up
to speed fast using Streamlit for data science projects. The step-by-step instructions are on-
point and will have building great looking, user-friendly apps in hours. Serioulsy, it's never been
easier to build a quick prototype and deploy it on the web. No HTML or CSS needed.I looked
into Streamlit cause I wanted to productionize some projects and start building a data science
portfolio to showcase my interests, etc.Case-and-point: some time ago I got frustrated with the
lack of dashboards at the Peloton website. I wanted to see basic things like the number of
workouts performed under which instructor, number of hours spent working out, time of day
stats, etc. This is nowhere to be found on the Peloton site.So I just built my own using python for
the backend, plotly for the charts and streamlit for the front-end and deployment. You can find it
here: mypelotondashboardapp(dot)comYou won't find a better resource out there. Trust me.
Highly recommended!”

Weston Willingham, “Step into the year 2021.... I first learned how to use Flask to make data
applications. While Flask was great, I think that most of model deployment can be wrapped up in
just a few lines of code using Streamlit. Tyler did a great job of making it straightforward. This
book is an awesome resource and investment in learning Streamlit. Instead of scouring online
for sparse resources, Tyler clarifies everything in one resource which helped me and others
create beautiful apps. I highly recommend both using this book and using Streamlit for your next
model deployment. Thank you Mr. Richards!”

HLK, “The most engaging and relevant book about web application development for data
science. This book is a comprehensive, easy to follow book that walks you through all you need
to know about using streamlit for web based applications to support your data science
exploration. My favorite part is that this books teaches you how to think about solving problems
from a creative data science lends while giving you actionable tools and details to take your data
science game to the next level. The author did a great job integrating relevant and interesting
examples that ties everything together. I highly recommend this book!”

Tori, “This Book Deserves SIX STARS. Before reading this book I thought Python was a snake.
Now I’m pursuing a degree in data science and met all my closest friends in a data frat, Data Tau
Data.This book changed my life and I know it will change yours. Before reading this I was lonely
and ignorant to the amazing world of data science. Now I’m thriving, I think my parents are a little
bit proud of me now.”

Sheetal Kadam, “Must read for DS/ML application developers. Great book covering all concepts
of streamlit. The first two sections layout all the different ways to use streamlit for most
requirements. The advanced sections explain with examples ( real code) details of state,



components, cloud deployment, etc. Its very well written which makes it easy read while giving
tons of useful examples and recipies. The third section ties it all together beautifully with
usecases that go over how to break requirements and build a MVP with streamlit. Overall a
worthy read!”

Adrien Treuille, “Captures the essence of Streamilt. (Full disclosure: I'm one of the original
creators of Streamlit.) Over the past couple years, we've seen several books about Streamlit.
This is the first which really captures the *essence* of the project -- how and why Streamlit
fundamentally speeds the process of building data app. This book presents a fun, accessible,
and completely original take on learning Streamlit. I recommend it for data scientists, machine
learning engineers, and Pythonistas of all skill levels!”

Jean Carlos Asencio, “The best book to learn applications of Streamlit for Data Science. I've
been looking for resources in how to navigate Streamlit for some development projects and this
book is by far the best resource I've stumbled across. The information is concise, presented in a
logical manner, and easy to understand. I would recommend this book to anyone looking into
Streamlit for data science or machine learning.”

J. Noble, “Accessible Streamlit Guide. As a new Streamlit user, this was an outstanding resource
for creating new projections with simple, step by step instructions.”

Tatiana, “Great book for learn how to develop and deploy Streamlit apps. The book is perfect,
even if you have previous experience working with Streamlit, you'll learn few new things which
are very useful. Congrats to the author.”

The book by Tyler Richards has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 25 people have provided feedback.
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